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Abstract
A Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) application is same for any organization’s product information as an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) application is to the organization’s human and transactional information. Proper selection of the PLM application and its effective implementation help the organization to manage multiple products efficiently. All PLM applications provide generic features mainly from product data management perspective. PLM vendors also provide Application Programmer Interfaces (API) and customization hooks to extend, configure or tweak the out-of-the-box (OOTB) functionality in order to fulfill the business objectives of the organization. However, these APIs and customization processes are proprietary to the PLM vendor. This white paper describes a few guidelines for customization, and typical issues faced during and after the customization phase. It mentions various tools available for overcoming the customization issues, including their limitations. Finally, the author presents an object oriented customization framework that is PLM neutral and provides significant benefits to the end users.

PLM Customization Components
Most PLM applications have at least a two-tier architecture, which means they have a server and many clients communicating with the server with different task requests. Some matured PLM applications like Teamcenter (Siemens PLM Software), PDMLink (PTC), and ENOVIA (Dassault Systèmes), also support four tier-architecture, wherein they have an additional web-tier (third-party application server) and resource (db) tier. Customization code can reside either on the client side or on the server side. Client side customization mainly includes UI related customization and user input validation. Change in OOTB behavior or extending the existing behavior is generally done on the server side. The business rules (in case of four-tier set up) are configured and customized in the application server environment. Typically, PLM customization can consist of following components –

- implementing predefined pre/post methods (server side)
- defining custom objects, new attributes and new methods (server side)
- implementing event based triggers, generally used in workflows (server side)
- processing objects in batch mode using standalone programs (client/server side)
- modifying the look and feel of the PLM application interface, adding new menus, options, dialogs, etc. (client side)
- interfacing or integrating external applications

It is generally recommended to customize not more than 20-25% of the process requirements or PLM features.
**Pain Areas in PLM Customization**

To be able to customize any PLM application one needs to be conversant with the following aspects:

- Programming skills
- API structure of the PLM application
- General PLM concepts
- PLM product specific knowledge
- Build and deployment process

Customization is virtually an ongoing phenomenon. During the initial implementation of the PLM application there would be more customization required. In the post implementation phase as the end users work more and more in PLM environment, new requirements start coming up, some of which need customization using APIs exposed by the PLM vendor. Customization tasks can be outsourced to a contractor or a system integrator. Irrespective of who faces the customization issues, at the end of the day it impacts the cost of the user organization.

**Following issues are quite commonly faced during PLM customization:**

1. **Resource ramp-up**: The customization engineer needs to have programming skills, knowledge of product specific APIs and its functionality, understanding of PLM concepts, and customization/deployment procedures. Hence, it is very difficult to induct a person into this role without intensive training, unless the resource has relevant experience in the past.

   Even after the training, it is advisable for the candidate to work on dummy or pilot projects initially, or bug-fixing assignments.

2. **Reusability of code**: In absence of a common framework for customization or codebase library, the code written by one person for a project is not leveraged or reused by another person for similar customization needs in another project. This results in significant duplication and redundancy in codebase, increasing the customization time and efforts.

3. **Code effectiveness**: PLM customization typically involves working on a sequence of APIs exposed by the PLM vendor. Same tasks can be accomplished using a single API or even multiple APIs. The use of inappropriate APIs often impacts the execution time and hence, the performance of the application as a whole.

   For different user requirements, the customization code written can have significant overlap. Hence, there are ample opportunities of code reusability, if it is written in an object oriented and modular fashion. Ad-hoc programming results in rewriting of the same code again and again. This also impacts the de-customization opportunities in future, when the subsequent product releases include customized functions in the OOTB solution itself.
Complex code leads to greater maintenance efforts post customization. Further, it cannot be used by others, due to its complexity reducing the code reusability. Many times combining business logic and presentation (UI) logic isolates the customization code from being reused and difficult to change and maintain.

4. **Deprecation of API:** With every new release of a product, the PLM vendor replaces many customization APIs with new APIs to improve performance or usability. Deprecated APIs, if used in existing customization, need to be replaced by the corresponding new APIs during upgrade or new release of the PLM application. Typically, this requires considerable efforts in modifying the code, followed by rigorous testing.

5. **Code review and testing:** Customization tasks, if not undertaken on a large scale, are generally developed and tested by the same person. Hence, there is no unbiased testing. Any logical or hidden errors results in undesired output or incorrect decision. For example, let’s assume that a certain workflow stage is auto-approved based on a business condition that is implemented through customization. If the code is not thoroughly tested for all use cases at run time, the workflow stage can get approved incorrectly, causing confusion for the concerned end users and stake holders.

6. **Function orientation in customization code:** Some of the major PLM vendors have imposed server side APIs in C. So the customization tends to be more of a function or task-oriented rather than object-oriented. Benefits of using object-oriented language for customization cannot be leveraged due to this limitation.

**Solution Requirements**

Organizations, more often than not, are reluctant to re-engineer their processes that are proven and have evolved over a period of time. They, therefore, have to resort to customization, if the process requirements are not met by the OOTB features of the adopted PLM application.

To counter the constraints and pain areas mentioned above, the user has to adopt a framework that eliminates these constraints, while improving productivity and quality. A solution framework that:

- facilitates reasonably quick ramp-up of general programmers into the PLM customization domain
- ensures code reusability and effectiveness
- is flexible enough to adapt to the changes in business logic
- is structured and scalable
- can interface and integrate with the upstream and downstream applications
- can adapt to changes in the PLM application
Legacy Solutions

There have been many attempts to address all or some of the solution requirements mentioned above; bigger the PLM implementation, more comprehensive are the initiatives in this direction. At the customer side a Utility Library with commonly used customization functions is developed. All customization engineers call functions from this library, thus reusing the code avoiding duplication and reducing the testing efforts.

A few System Integrators have looked at the problem more seriously from the productivity perspective. There are attempts to develop Code Generating applications that can take user inputs and generate the code in the background. This is more useful to define custom objects, new attributes on the existing objects, and to define new methods. It essentially provides a skeleton for the customization code. However, it is still function-based and needs frequent updates with any change in the customization procedure or APIs. Also, the reusability of code is not facilitated by this framework.

New Classes of Solutions

Similar to the code generating applications by the system integrators, recently the PLM vendors have come up with Business Modeler application, where the PLM configuration engineer can define business rules on different objects. Going further these definitions are stored in XML format, and can be very easily packaged and deployed on either Test server or Production server environment.

A more advanced approach is to integrate such business modeling applications with UML tools. PLM configuration engineer defines objects with its structure and inter-relationships; and this information is provided as input to the business modeler, which creates and defines the object structure, and the relations with given constraints.

Suggested Solution Approach

An application like Business Modeler by PLM vendors definitely reduces the customization tasks to a certain extent; however, the custom behavior is still largely accomplished through customized code. A Utility Library greatly facilitates reuse of frequently used functions; but it is still function-based and cannot leverage the obvious benefits of OOPS.

Going beyond the scope of customizing any single PLM application, the author here proposes and recommends a comprehensive solution framework for customization and collaboration purposes. This PLM-neutral customization framework is based on custom class hierarchy that is derived from the generic and common customization use case scenarios. Most of the PLM applications have almost similar features, in concept, from business point of view and differ only in its implementation. This conceptual behavior is captured in the custom class hierarchy at appropriate levels.
Custom classes include business objects, data objects as well as service provider objects.

Abstract classes constitute the core of the framework and include conceptual behavior of different PLM objects like an Item, Item Revision, Data Item, Document or Folder, and so on.

Concrete classes represent a specific PLM connector set and are derived from the abstract classes. These concrete classes implement PLM specific behavior only. So there can be multiple sets of concrete classes representing specific implementation behavior of different PLM applications, while the high level abstract classes are same for all these connectors, and provide the conceptual behavior.

Interfaces to these custom classes are exposed to the outside world (to the customization engineers’ community) so that the internal (conceptual as well as PLM specific) implementation is isolated completely from the customization code. Service provider classes contain the business logic, and use these interfaces to provide frequently used customization tasks like those in a typical Utility Library.

Benefits

Most of the problems faced by customization engineers today are addressed by the PLM-neutral customization framework. There is some maintenance activity involved for the PLM-specific connector part. However, this is required only when there is a new major release of the PLM
application. Following benefits clearly justify the efforts in developing and maintaining this type of solution framework:

- High reusability of the customization code
- Structured and scalable code, that can accommodate changes
- Significant reduction in defects and testing time
- Improved productivity
- Accelerated ramp up of customization resources
- Standardization in customization, easy to maintain
- Efficient collaboration with external applications
- Highly predictable quality of the code

**Limitations**

While the framework has plenty of benefits to offer, it comes with some implicit constraints and limitations. One has to seriously analyze applicability of these constraints to the business as well as PLM environment before proceeding further with this framework.

- The PLM-neutral customization framework essentially forms a wrapper over PLM APIs; it cannot be faster than PLM APIs if used alone. Performance does get affected for huge customization code. However, in the author’s view this limitation gets compensated by the reusability of efficient code written only once, and the productivity improvement accomplished through rapid development.

- The PLM specific APIs still need to be replaced in the concrete classes, whenever they get deprecated. However, this task is shifted from the customization team members to the support team of this solution framework. Also, the replacement can be done much faster due to optimum use of PLM APIs instead of at multiple places by individuals.

- It is possible that some customization tasks cannot be accommodated by the PLM-neutral customization framework, and hence the customization team member may have to resort to direct use of relevant PLM API. This practice, in the author’s view, is risky and may lead to confusion in future. One has to find a work around for such situation.

- The solution framework attempts to encompass the conceptual behavior from all major PLM applications. Hence, it is quite possible that for a particular PLM-specific implementation the customization engineer comes across extra parameters as input requirement or output result. This may cause some confusion, if the resource is not trained on the solution framework. Such excesses can be conveniently ignored unless mandatory.

At Geometric we have implemented a PLM neutral framework for one of our leading auto OEM customers. This implementation has evolved over a period of 4 years and has yielded significant benefits to the customer not only in terms of standardization but also in reducing customization time for new tasks by almost 60% and thereby significant savings on the cost as well.
To summarize, a PLM neutral customization framework is certainly an asset for system integrators engaged in regular customizations and for organizations that have matured PLM implementation incorporating or expecting to incorporate considerable amount of customization to map their product development process.
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